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INTiiGJljCTICN
The ability to solve probleiiis in everyday life is
considered the m&in objective or oatcoiae of science
education. Science tecchers in elementary and secondary
schools ere not and should not be atteinptinri; to train
specialists. Their main purpose is to provide sufficient
and VFried learning experiences so that the students v/ill
have a fund of knov:ledge on which to base future behavior
in problemytic situations. Cf course it is i.:possible
for the teacher to provide factual experiences to cover
every conceivable future situation. Jie can and should,
nevertheless, teach for a functional understanding of the
basic generalizations or principles involved in scientific
phenomena. He should also provide sufficient thought-
provoking sibu£tions so as to develop a iiiode of attack
which is generally called the scientific -riethod.
The iiiducational Policies Coimnission of the i>iftional
xLducf tion Associstiorf ststes the aims of the teaching
of science as follows:
'Educational Policies Commission, Education For All
American Youth . Washington: National Education Associ-
ation, 1944.
—
-
c
1. An educated person v;ill understand that
science is based upon methods, which
man has slowly and painstakingly de-
veloped, for discovering
,
verifying,
organizing;, and interpreting the facbs
about the \vorld in v/hich we live and
about the people in it,
2. He will knov; that the use of scientific
methods has worked revolutionary changes
in men's ways of living and thinking.
^. He will know that most scientific
advances have depended upon precise
measurement and accurate calculation
and that mathematics is indispensible
to scientific inquiry.
4, He will recognize that problems in
human society, as well as in the
physical world, should be attscked by
scientific methods end from a scien-
tific point of view.
5. He will be familiar wit i certain
fundamental principles and facts from
the sciences, which, when taken to-
gether, give him a sound view of the
nature of the world in which he lives.
The elements of trie scientific method are not a cut
and dried tecnnique. i,:F.ny authors list steps and procedures
for puroosive reasoning. 'I'he exa:n.,le w-jich follows is that
of Kead*^, parts of which are from other sources.
L'he sequence of scientific n-ethod:
1. Accurate observe tion of phenomena
^Ibid. , 165,
2
Refd, John G. , "The Physical Sciences-1949", Un-
published teaching material. Boston University School of
Education, 1949.

32. Formulation of hypothesis
3. Testing of hypothesis by experiments
4. Statement of theory (a clarified hypothesis)
5. t^arther testing by means of varied, repeated,
new experiments including tnose done by m.any
individuals
6. If every result over a reasonable tim.e fits
the theory, a "law" inay be worded.
7. Classifies! tion under "lav^s" of all new facts;
and repeatea testing by experiment. There
is no "law" of physical science which is not
subject to change if facts are found which
make it false.
It is evident that a knowledge of the underlying
principles concerned with the scientific facts and
phenomena tauiTht is one of tne main steps in the reaso-
ning pattern. Here is a sug,gested technique v/hich teachers
can use to help the studfnt visualize the principle in
every-day use and not as something to be learned for the
science test and then forgotten, The teachers can
utilize the common :1s ce familiar scientific paraphanalia
and also new scientific inventions and developments vs
living examples of the principles involved. Practically
everj scientific "gadget", no matter hov^ intricate and
complicated, can be reduced to basic principles, if the
teacher is trying to build up an understanding of a prin-
ciple, he or she can relate it to a new scientific
^Ibld. , 1.
f
phenoiTienon (if the information is avpil&clej. The new-
ness, if nothinr: else, would inotiviste tne student and
proviae interest. It would he rr.eaniiigful and of more
imiiiediate vslue than the historical outdated examples.
A tie-in experience for the student v;ould be for him to
"be :5iven the bibliographical sources of these new
scientific developments and be aliovved to look-up, read,
and study ebout them himself.
The problem of this paper is to survey the popular
scientific periodicpls for the period of V.orld V.'gr II
and to list the developments that ere concerned v/ith
principles of physical science with bibliographical
sources. (The principles of cherrdstry are excluded.)
JUSTIFICATION
The purpc se of the study . This study was under-
taken to provide science educators with e sina;le compre-
hensive list of the important scientific developments
during a certtin period of history to use as a reference,
bibliographical, or teaching aid. Conent-'- states that
"there must be constant critical aopraisal of the progress
of science This study is an attempt, admittedly
IConant, James 3., On Understanding Science . New
Haven : __.,Yale^ Uniy er s±,tyJHie as » 1'^3 Tm^ ^ 15
.
I

small, at £p:.r&is&-l.
Stiimilus of the v;ar emergency . 'I'his particular
period was chosen to he reviewed on the ascmiotion that
it would ccntein a greater munber of developi;ents in the
field of science than during ether similar periods of
time due to the added stimulus of the v/ar emergency.
'A'hether or not this assumption is correct depends on
the meaning of developments . Cn this point the writer
takes the viev; siriilar to Fosdick-'- who states:
There is a popular belief thfit science
made rapid -rogresc- between 1939 and 1945,
but this belief has little be sis for support,
it is now generally recognized th^t the
feverish activities of scientists during
wartime. are essentially not scientific.
They are primarily engaged in the application
of e:,^i sting knowledge to certain specific
end narrow problems, they have not ti -.e for
pure research, end their contributions to
basic knowledge are infrequent and on the
whole unimportant. They are using up the
supplies of basic discoveries which sn
earlier Qjeneration hsi s given. ^
Csgood"^ stages along the same line:
The atomic bomb is, in itself, not a
discovery, but rather an engineering de-
velopment of earlier discoveries of ohysics.
Every few years since 1895 some ij.iDortant
discovery in atoinic physics has been liiade,
^Fcsdick, A. B.
,
Heport of the i^ockefeller Foundation
New York: The Rockefeller Foundation, 1946.
%bid
. , 25.
*^Osgood, Thomas H.
,
"Pnysics ', American Year Book .
New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1946.

each one a triumph of the huinen intellect.
It is the sum total of these discoveries, in-
cluding the.t of uranium fission in 1959, which
made possible the development of the atomic
bomb
.
For the purpose of this stuuy, a development will be
arbitrarily defined as a new technique, process, or
refinement based on one or .n.ore principles of physical
science (exclusive of chemistry).
Objective of general education . The i.meric&n Council
on Education , i'he I'lational Education iissocistion^ and
the National Society for the Study of Education'^ agree
that the co.aprehension of the /hysical science phenomena
and scientific advances is one of the major objectives
of general education. 'Jhe science educators have a def-
inite need for a sin;^lar source of inform? tion concerninp:
^Ibid. , 82o.
L/esign of General iiducation. Series I, KeDorts of
Corfir.iittees and Conferences, liumber 18. WashiniTtcn: Am-
erican Council on i^ducation, 1944, 133.
'^'Science Ldacation in iuaericsn Schools, jorty- Sixth
Yearbook of the i^iational Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part I. Chicago: University of Chica;TO Press, 1947^
25..
'^Education for All American Youth, od cit., lo3.
Il

the recent vi/artime advances. As Powers-'- states, "Science
liioves so fFst these deys that the scientil'lc specialist
cannot keeo completely even in his ovm field, much
less a secondary school teacher who riust have a wider
field of interest in more ._>:eneral areas".
SCOPE
Principles of physical science . As previously
mentioned, this paper deals with developments based on
principles of physical science excluding chemistry. The
lists of principles of p-iysic&l s:;ience formulated by
Vvise^ are accepted as part of the criteria for the
selection of developments. The field of chemistry is
excluaed in an attempt to li.;;it "Dhe breadth and len^^th
of the paper.
There is a trend in education to require all stu-
dents, scientific and no n- scientific , oolle'-;;e and non-
college preparatory, to ta.:e a course in physical science,
-'powers, Philip and Stickler, W. ilugh, "'.Vliy Not
Courses on Recent i^evelopments in Science?", School Sci-
ence and .iathematics , XLVI (Dec, 1946) 814.
'^VVise, Harold il., "A Determination of the xielative
Iipportance of Principles of Physical Science for General
education". Unpublished Doctor's dissertation. University
of i,:ichiG;an, 1941. See Science Kducation , XXV (Dec, 1941
371-579; XXVI (Jan., 1942) 8-12; IvXVII (Feb., 1942) 36-40;
XXVII (Sept.-Oct., 1245) 67-76.

The Harvard. Coinrfiittee states that the alns of the "fused"
physical science course are primarily "those of 5'^eneral
education, not the development of the skills and tech-
nical icnowledge of the potential physicist and che-rdst".
Since the aims of the course are txaose of general educa-
tion, it should be an objective of the teacher to present
only the latest inforraftion to the clcss. In order to
do this, the teacher rrnst keep up-to-date on scientific
aavancements and aevelopiiients
.
Source of tecnnical infori.i& Lion . The coiamon source
of the more or less technical scientific infcrination to
the general public, radio ana nev.'spaoers, not to mention
"fictional" periodicals and Comic "rooks, often produces
a somewhat distorted if not completely false concept.
^ clarification, if only partial , by the educ£tors
in the science courses presupposes a cui-rent knowledge
of scientific developments.
Persing^ states that new develooments in science and
the scientific material appearing in popular publics tions
should jrovide orientation in the development of science
•^
'.jeneral iiducation in a Free Society , Harvard Com-
mittee neport. Cambriage: Harvard University Press, 1945.
^Persing, Ellis C, "Brin^zing Science Tef^ching Up
To Date." Science Education , XXVIII (April, 1944), 158-
159.

instruction. Science teachers, due to ti:Tie liriitations
,
are dependant in most pert on the textbook used in the
course, review courses, and reviev/ literature such as
this paper. As far as review courses go, there have not
been many offered on developments in science. Powers"^
states in regard to review courses:
. , . not a single graduate school in the United
States offers coursev/ork in recent develop-
ments in science designed to keep the secon-
dary school science teacher up to date on
recent happenings in science and thus to help
him discharge hi s^ teaching responsibilities
more effectively.'^
The article sdv&nces the thesis thet courses of this
nature are much needed and that they would fill a use-
ful purpose in science education.
Teachers of ^^hysicel science courses as v;ell as
science eaucators in general should find a knowledge
of developments in science indispensable. It not only
tends to give the teFcher confidence and produce more
dynamic teaching but affects the learner also by in-
creasing his interest, setting the stage for lively
meanin":ful class sessions.
Pupils who are given access to a suitable type of
written material read If^rge quantities of scientific
•'"Op. cib .
2lbid., 811.

literature. This vvas pointed out by Curtis-^ and by Kice'^,
Both investigators also reported that extensive reading
of c;eneral science nateriels contributed sir-;nificantly to
the scientific information possessed by pupils. In a
study of pupils' opinions, Kutz"^ brought out the fact
that students found newspapers helpful in keeping up with
current health information, ^..any sii.iler studies show
results on the same plane.
A knowledge of develo .anient; s in science plus a know-
ledge of their wherer-bouts in tne literature will enable
the science teacher to choose suitable books, newspapers,
and periodicals to provide for outside reading and ex-
periences for his pupils.
Method for teachers . This study offers a method for
teacaers for the discovery and use of ao jlications of
principles in their own subjects. j^hese sterns c?.re offered
1. Investigate and thoroughly study the generally
"'Curtis, Francis D. , "Some Values Derived from Exten-
sive Reading of General Science." Contributions to lidu-
cation
.
Number 16o. I,lew York: Teachers College,^ Columbia
University, 1924, 142.
^Rice, Ralph S. , "Extensive xieading Ver :sive
Textbook Study as a ...eans of Acquiring a Ysik.
Scientific i-^'acts." Journal of iLXperimental --..cc^ ... u, IV,
(June, 19 o6), o7d-402.
Kutz, Sally E., "The i'!ews,3aper as Source :.aterial in
Health Education." Unpublished Doctor's dissertation.
New York University, 1932, 154.
r
accepted principles concerned v/ith the topic or
unit to be presented.
2, iiiscover, throu.Q:h library sources, periodicals
whose contents would present the required apoli-
cations of principles. The accepted principles
jfiust alv^ays be kept in mind,
o. Use these recent and si '-mi l i'.' ant applications of
principles (as advocated by jpersin'^l and Powers^
ana others) to provide interestin-j; and varied
leerning experiences for the students,
rhe use of new ap lications of principles has been
shown to be sorely needed in science education. iieview
literature indicating bibliograonical sources of recent
scientific developments (which are, of course, the new
ap-Dlications of principles) should be an integral !3art
of the library of every teacher of science,
LIMITATIONS
The large number of scientific publications together
with the time considerations aecessarily limits the area
covered by tnis investi,i;ation. The s\irvey is liiriited to
the oroblem as stated. It is conceded that a great nLiinber
of aevelopments have not been released to tne general pub-
lic for security purposes and it is not the intention here
Ipersing, Ellis q. , 0£_. cit .
2 Powers. Philip N. . and_Stickler . Vi/. Hugh, op.

to attempt to co-iroile a complete list of de velo onient s
.
The preparation of the list of aevelopmeats is
limited to the use of live periodicals selected according
to criteria established for tnis investigation. Only
those developments will be selected that appear to the
writer to conform to trie criteria established for the
selection cf developments.
Mo atte..-pt is made to relate the developments to the
underlying principles or to alter the order ot their
listing as found in the various periodicsls reviewed.
(
GliiiPTjixt II
SUiiVi^Y CF iiiLATxLD 11^ ViiSTIGATICi^S
The problem of this paper is to survey the popular
scientific perioaict^ls for the period of World war II
and to list the developments that are concerned with
principles of physical science --vlth biblio,^ra;'hical
sources. (The principles of cnemistry are exclTided.)
P.-txi^VlL/US SUxtViiYS UF SCIriNTIFIG x^xiO ixii^-SS
There have been many so-called surveys of scientific
pro.^ress and development. They, being in tne most p&rt
general rmd short, do not give complete biblio:':ra:Jhies
if the nemes of the individu-^ls involved in the develop-
ments are at all ;;:enticned.
The im ortant advances in science for the year are
revievjed yearly by Davis"'" and the Science Service staff.
The list is usually published in the next to the l&st
issue of Science .^ews Letter and also in Science . This
review, however, merely "presents the highlls^hts of the
year's scientific progress".^
-'Davis, .Vat son, "Science Crces to W&r in 1942". Sci-
ence News Letter , XLII (Dec. 19, 1942) o37-589, o96-o99.
13

A discussion of the general scientific advsnce'jients
of the month is ou'olisned monthly by Kaempffert^ in Science
Digest . It is & condensed version of what has been pre-
viously ore53ented in the Nev^ York Times .
New developments in the field of atorfiic energy v/ere
listed end discussed by Lav^rence'^ as eerly as 1941. 3ome
of the subjects mentioned were: neutrons, atoir.ic structure
transmutation of elements, artificial radioactivity, ra-
dioactive tracer atoms, radio-autography, use in therapy,
atomic energy, uranium fission, and the cyclotron.
jjuring the period 1942 to 1945, there have been very
few surveys of scientific pror^-ress. x'his was a netural
result of v>?ar and censorship. ^ernberger'^ mentions that
scientific publications are affected to a greater extent
during war than any other type of publics tion.
^Kaempffert, ?jalderier, "Science in t fie ilews", monthly
in the Science digest , 1941 to 1946.
^Lawrence, IL. 0., "The New Frontiers in the Atom",
Science
, XGIV (Sept. 5, 1941) 221-2:5.
"^Fernberger , S. Vi. , "Scientific Publication as Af-
fected by Vvar and Poxitics". Science , CIV (Aug. 25, 1946)
175-177.

Corriprehensive reviews of science pro,q;pess were of-
fered by O'Connor-^ and also by Kine^ in 1946, The year
was el so revievi/ea by ijavis
The most coinplete survey of scientific developments
found was one by Lark-noro vi t z & ad Germichael'-^ compiled
for the Centennial Celebration of the Auierican f^ssocistion
for the Advanceii.ent of Science. It includes developments
for the period 1348 to 1948 in the followin.s sciences:
1. Astronomy
2. 3ioj-0^ical Scie ices
3. Chemistry
4. Er.'rth Sciences ( includin.n; He teorolo.^^y)
5. iv.&them&tics
6» luCdicine
7. Physics
3. Physiolosy
O'Connor, A., "Scientific Pro,2;ress". Cr tholic
V^orld, CLXII (Jan., 1946) 661,
ivine, }i. H.
,
"Progress in Science". American ,..er-
cury
, LXIII (Nov., 1946) 610-617.
"^Lark-Morovitz, K. and Csrm.ichael, jiileanor, A Chro-
nology of Scientific Development , 1848- 1948 . Washington:
The American Associeti-n for the Advancement of Science,
1943.
4 Davis, watson, "Science Progress during the V<aP."
School Science ana ^aathejiiabics
, ^vl (February, 1946),
196.

9. Psychology
10 . jingineering-Technology
The developments are listed in groups of yepps,
usually five, alphabetically by the ne:-e of the original
investiiietor , v^/nen kaovm, or by trie institution concerned.
The final ..eriod surveyed is the period 1940 to 1948.
Cf the complete list of sciences surveyed, the I'ollov^ing
8re the concern of this present investigation:
1. Astrono.:iy
2. iL&rth Sciences (including i, eteorclogy
)
o. Ph-'Sics
4. h^ngineering- Technology
In the sbove fielas there were reoorted a totfl of
115 develo )ments: 14 in sstr-cnoiny; 2 in earth sciences;
95 in ph.'sics; ?na 6 in engineering- technoloi:y.
Bibliographical sources for the developments were
not given in the sbove.;ientioned list of ae velopi.ents
.
SUkVIlY op important RES^AHCIi S^TUDIKS PJixiTAIlvflNG TO THE
DLTEKA-lNATION OP PrilNCIPLES AS OBJiiC •;IVES
OP SCIENCE TEACHING
The main objective of science teaching in general
education according to Conant-^ is to give a better un-
derstirnaing of science to tnose of the grsduc tes who are
"^Conant, James B. , Loo cit .

19f
to be lewyers, v;riteps, teacners, politici&ns, public
servants, &nd. businessmen. His definition oi' science is
"... science emerges from the prcn^ressive activities of
man to the extent that new concepts arise from experi.aents
and observrtion, and the concepts in turn lead to further
experiments a id observa tions .
An evaluation of the objectives of science teaching
was made in 1952 by Beauchamp^. He analyzed many courses
in general science, biology, physics, and chemistry but
found no conclusive method for determining and evaluating
the objectives of science teaching.
I'he Thirty- P'irst Yearbook GominitteeS advocated that
the basic principles be the objectives of science teachingi
... the curriculum in science for a program of
general education (should) be organized about
large objectives, that understanding and enlarge-
ment of these objectives shall constitute the
contribution of science teaching to the ultimate
aim of education, and that the course of study
be so organized that each succeeding grade level
shall present an increasingly enlarged and in-
cre;asin -ly vnatur-e development of these objectives*
-^Ibid. , 24.
^Beaucha^iip, VJilbur L., Instruction in Science, Uni-
ted States Office of Education, Bulletin, 1952, r;o. 17.
National Survey of Secondary Education, Ij.onograph No. 22.
Vi/ashington: ifoverninent Printing Office, 1955.
•2
A Pro i;raiii for I'eachino: Science, Thirty-Fir st Year-
book oT the -ational Society for the Study of Education,
Part I. Bloomington: Public School publishing Company, 195^
^Ibid. . 44.

IS
The Yearbook Committee also steted in regard to the
form the large ohjectives shrll take, "The objectives
i
I
may be stated as the principles and generalizations
that are functional for the individual, in that they
enable him to interpret the experiences of living."-^
They go on to state th^t, "A functional understanding of
a principle has been attained if tiie learner hf s acquired
ability to sssoci&te with the principle the ideas from
hia immediste and from his subsequent experiences that
are related to it and if he is r ble to apply the principles
in practical situations."^
There have been many centers of research at v>/hich
attempts hf ve been made to clsrify the concept of a
scientific /rinciple ana to aetermine these principles
which may be used as objectives of science teaching,
iviartin"^ states thr t there are three independent univer-
sities where much of this v^^ork has been done, namely:
-'•ibid., 45.
^Ibld
.
, 43.
"^Martin, Vv . Edgar, "A Chronological Survey of i^e-
search Studies on Principles as Objectives of Instruction
in Science", Science .educa tion, XXIX (February 1945), 45.

1. The University of Chicago, where the rese&rch
v/as under the direction of Elliot H. Downing;.
2. Coluinbia University, where the research was
under the direction of S. Ralph Powers and
Gerald S. Craig, and
3. The University of i.lichigan, where the research
was under the direction of Francis D. Curtis.
As early f>s 1925, Downing^ publishea a text in which
was formulated the following three steps for the solving •
of a scientific problem. As will be notea, these steps
involve the use of principles. They are as follows:
1. Accumulate all the facts concerning the problem.
2. Reduce the facts to generalizations to discover
their relation to one another and the proper
sequence
.
3. Attempt discovery of the approximate causes
tnat underlie such laws or principles.
Recognition of the importance of principles as such
was gradually being absorbed by the educators. In 1927
the Departm.ent of Superintendence of tne Nstional Educ-
2
stion Association in their Fifth Yearbook stated that
^Downing, Elliot R.
,
Teaching Science In The Schools
,
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1925, 53.
^Department of Superintendence of the i>Ietional Educ-
ation Association, Fifth Yearbook , "The Junior High School
Curriculum", Washington: G-overnment Printing Office, 1927,
150.

knowledge of science should be in the form of principles
in order to be of the greatest service. Courses in
science should be designed to enable the pupils to
attain a functions 1 knowledge of the socially useful
principles. The application of the principles to the
life situation should be given a prominent place in the
course set-up.
Craig-^ stated, while planning a course of study in
science for the elementary grades, that the pupils in
elementary school should not be specifically trained
for occupations (in this case scientists) but merely
be given a general education to help them become more
intelligent citizens. To accomplish this end, he states
that the course of study should be such as to develop
certain objectives that are in agreement with tne prin-
ciples of science that are necessary for the under staiding
of the natural phenomena which challenge the imagination
of children. It was not stated, hovi/ever, which prin-
ciples there were that fulfilled this obligation.
'"Craig, Gerald S. , "Certain Techniques Used in Devel-
oping A Course Of Study In Science i^br The Horace Mann
Elementary School", Teachers College Contribution to 'Hjd-
ucation , No . 276 . New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1927, 12-13.

Notwithstanding that it .vas generally agreed by
educatoi's thtt science should be feught by means of
developing an understanding of the principles of science,
there have been few textbooks published x'or the hi ;:h-
icchools "which devote any large amount of tneir space to
the eluciaation of principles or to the use of crinciples
in problematic situs tions.
In 1923, neinemann-'- determined in a study of science
textbooks that the positiO i of principles v;as one of
minor iiaportance. ne analyzed twenty oextbooks of general
science and founa only ninety- three principles. I'hese
principles occupied only £i little r::ore than twelve per-
cent of all the reaaing space. ileinejiann recognized that
it is difficult for students in the lower grades to absorb
an under standin.-; of a great number of principles £ nd
therefore recom.-enaed placin-; the teaching eiivuhasis on
a smf-11 number of principles v^ith numerous a:;plications
rather thaa on a large nu.iber of principles for wnich there
art few a. plications . He defines a principle, of
science es a type of "... statement of relationship
Heinemann, Ailsie .
. , ''A Study of lleneral Science
e tbo ok s . " General Science Quarterly , XI 1 J: ( >Jc v e^Tib e r
,
1928), 11-23.

frequently causal in nfc.ture between two Tacts." The
conclusions of the investigator were that principles
were not considered by the authors wnen the books were
being written and that the several authors were not in
agreement as to which principles of science sre of the
greatest importance at the general- science level in the
schools
.
A similar study in the field of biology was undertaken
by Hackett"^. He found the amount of space devoted to
interpretation, discussion, and application of biological
principles ranged from 48 to 23 per- cent of the total
word- space of the books. He found thgt in each case the
larger portion of the book dealt with descriptions and
facts. Actually, if the facts or descriptions served to
better tne understanding of a principle, the word- space
devoted to such facts or descriptions was counted as a
part of the material belonging to a discussion of prin-
ciples.
Studies similarily conducted in the fields of
llbid. , 11.
^Hackett, H. L, , "An Analysis of High School Text-
books in Biology in Terms of Principles", unpublished
Master's Thesis, Chicago: University of Chicago School
of Lducetion, 1925.

high- school physics and chemistry by KoptDenael-^ and
Lucas
,
respectively, siiowed in both cpses thet the
average space devoted to principles and problems involving
their aoplication vyas slightly less than oO per- cent of
the total word- space of tne book.
Contrasting v^/ith tnis average figure for science
texts of the secondary school, Menzies*^ found in an
analysis of a dozen college biology textbooks that the
miniitrum amount of space devoted to principles and their
application wes 87 per- cent and the maximum 97.6 per-
cent .
.'vilbur'^ analyzed fourteen textbooks in general
science for the ninth grade in 1951. He found a total
of 170 principles but only eighteen of the 170 were
given in more then one-half of the texts analyzed.
^KoppenaFl, Peter, "An Analysis of High School
Physics Textbooks in Terms of Principles." Unpublished
Master's thesis. University of Chicago, 1932.
^Lucas, Loren T., "Analysis of Chemistry Texts in
Terms of Principles". Unpublished .viaster's thesis.
University of Chicago, 1952.
^Menzies, «jessie a., "An Analysis of .:en General
Biologies of College Level in Terms of Generalizations
and Their Application to Life Situations. " Unijublished
Master's thesis. University ofjchicago, 1927.
%ilbur, Oliver B., "A Study of the Principles of
Science Contained in General Science Textbooks published
since the beginning of the year 1924." Unpublished
Master's thesis. University of ilichigan, 1931.

Several studies were ir.gde at tne University of
Chicago to determine what principles of science are most
often needed for the solution of life problems encountered
by the average individual and also the order of their
importance. The results of these studies were reported
by Downing-^, who compiled a list of ninety- six necessary
principles in biology, chemistry, and physics in the
order of tneir importance.
At tne University of i.dchigan, under the direction
of Francis D. Curtis, various studies v^ere made to de-
termine the important principles of science suitable to
serve as objectives of instruction in the elemientary
greaes. The results of these completed studies were
used by liobertson^ in 1954 as sources for the compilation
of a comprehensive list of m^ajor and minor principles
of science. The final list contained 113 principles.
^Downing, Elliot d,
,
o£. cit
.
, 59-48.
^Robertson, iiartin L., "The Selection of Science
Principles Suitable as Goals of Instruction in the
Elementf ry School." Science Education , XIX (February,
1955), 1-4; XIX (April, 1955), 65-70.

In 1935 at Teachers Collea-e of Columbia University,
Pruitt^ made a study to determine the concepts and gen-
eralizations in the field of chemistry which are of
most value to man in the interpreting of the environ.ment
.
He analyzed, during the course of the investigation,
three college- entrance examinations; one year's issues
of the Atlantic Ivionthly , The Forum , and Harper ' s Maga-
zine ; five books of sociology; one year's issues of
eight nev^spapers; twelve issues each of Popular Science
Monthly
,
Scientific American , and Science News Letter;
and also sixty- five textbooks in various scientific
fields. By using the sam.e criteria for a principle as
;.ere used previously by nobertson^, a list of 155
chemistry concepts and generalizations wes prepared
vvith the principles arrangea in the approximate order
of their importance.
^Pruitt, Clarence martin, "An Analysis, Evaluation,
and Synthesis of Sub ject- Hatter Conce-jts and General-
izations in Chemistry." Doctor's dissertation. Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1935. Distributed through
Science Education . See Third Digest of Investigations in
the Teaching of Science by Francis D. Curtis. Phila-
delphia: P. Blakiston's Son and Company, Inc., 1939,
153-163.
^Kobertson, Martin ^.
,
op. cit
.
, 65-70.

Wisel, in 1941, msde a study to deter:nine the prin-
ciples of Dhysical science vyhicii are of most value to
general education. This involved the development of a
comprehensive list of principles of physical science.
This was accomplished by first compiling a complete list
of princi jles of cheiriistry, geology, and piiysics (in-
cluding astronomy ana meteorology) from the lists of
principles previously developed by Arnold, Hartman and
Stephens, i^ruitt, and uobertson, The composite list
was then analyzed by a jury of three qualified persons
who eliminated duplications from the list and checked
the remaining prii^iples for their adherence to the
following criteria:
To be a principle, a statemeat
1. i.-ust be a comprehensive generalization de-
scribing some fundamental process, constant
mode of behavior, or pro ;erty relatiag to
natural ohenomena.
2. I.lust be true without exception within
limitations specificelly statea.
3. ;'ust be capable of illustration.
2
4. uust not be a definition,
^".vise, Harold E., 0£. cit . , 371-579.
Sjbid
.
, 571.

Princi,:les which did not setisy the criteria, in the
opinion of the jury, were eliriin&.te i or in some cases
rev/orded fcy the jury to iiieet the criteria "betcer.
ihe accepted tentative list contained 252 principles
consistin'; of 165 in physics, 63 in chemistry and 19 in
geolo-y.
The list of princiDles was then evaluated by three
subject-matter specialists for accur&cy of statement.
eleven textbooks were analyzed for applications to
related principles. ijuring this analysis twenty f dditiona
principles were formulated and added to the tent&tive list
of 252 principtles as a resulu of the findinrr. of appli-
cations for v;hich there was no stated principle. These
additional principles were subjected to the same criteria
and analysis as that employed in the preparation of the
original list, to w.iich bhey were adaed.
The study was finally concluded with a list of 2o4
principles of physical scic-nce arranged in descending
order of their relr !:ive i portence for general education
in the secondary, intermediate, end priiVifry grades. The
relative 1 r.portance of tx^ese principles was determined
by H'ise-^ by a synthesis of the results of 12 curricular
studies in the field of science education.
^Ibid., 67-76.

A study to determine the principles cf biolo<^ical
science if;,portant to general education was irade by
Martin-'- in 1945. By employing a technique similar to
that of V^ise, a defensible list of oOO principles was
developed. In the same yeer .viartin^ also reported a
chronological survey of research studies of principles
as objectives of instruction in science.
Eleish"^ reported in 1945 the formulation of a list
of 60 principles of general science. I'his was based on
a survey of pupils' interest in science in grades VII
through XII in four connnunities in I.la ssachusetts
.
Jones'^, 1946, investigated textbooks of general
science for principles. 146 principles were found but
a lack of organization of textual mateiial was evident.
'•Martin, W. r.dgar, "A Determination of the Principles'
of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Edu- [
cation". Science i^ducation , uDLlA (March, 1945), 100-105; '
XXIX (.April-.viay, 1945), 152-163.
^Martin, '.v. Edgar, "A Cnrono logical Survey
op cijb. , 45-52. :!
"^Pleish, Sylvia, "The Formulation of the Science '
Principles that should become the Objectives of (leneral
Science Teaching in the Junior High School." Unpublished
Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education,
1945.
'ijones, Ruth V., "A Stuay of the Principles of Science
found in Ninth Irade Textbooks of (leneral Science." Un-
published iViaster's thesis. University of /.lichigan, 1946,

A study to determine the principles of e ntoiiioloo-y
-1
1 of value to general education was undertaken by Bergman-^ ,
He analyzed general and popular entoinoloa'ical textbooks,
reference books, a id a large number of reseerch bulletins,
journals, professional biological oerioaicals, and
miscellaneous publications. A list of 52 principles was
formulated.
' Keeslar^ investigated the educational value of 24
science filir.s. He found that the films made no definite
attempt to teach scientific principles, scientific
method, and scientific attitudes even though the films
were fitted to te&ch them.
fhe committee on science of the Hstional Society
for the Study of jiiducation in its i-'orty- Sixth Yearbook*^
stated eignt types of objectives for science instruction
after reviewing numerous investigations of the field.
One of the eivtht types of objectives proposed was a
4functional understanding of physical science principles.
'Bergman, George J., "A Determination of the Prin-
j
ciples of Entomology of Significance in General Education,"
Science Education, 'xXI (February, 1947), 23-32; XXXI
(April, 1947), 144-157.
^Keeslar, Oreon, "Contributions of Instructional Filrus '<
to the Teaching of High School Science," Science Education,
XXX (March, 1946), 82-88; XXX (April, 1946), 132-^36.
^Cd. cit
.
4lbid., 25.

Leonelli-^ analyzed 8 textbooks of Sth grade science
for DPincloles. tie found only 16 physical science and
4 biolO'^ical science principles contained insmajority
of the tests. rhere was a lack of agreeirient amon^ the
euthors as to how -iiany and. which principles should be
used. His investigation reveeled a total of 186 prin-
ciples of physical and biological science.
Lynch'^^ also evaluated 8th grade science textbooks
for the development of scientific orinciples in the
aregs megnetism end electricity.
Silver.nan'^ analyzed 4 textbooks of high- school
chemistry for subject-matter topics desirable to develop
understandings of principles of physicfl science. He
concluded that there wfs much meterial in tne books re-
viewed that made no contribution to the understanding
of a principle.
-'-Leonelli, xienato E., "Priiciples of Pnysical and
Biologicsl Science found in Kiiht Textbooks of lieneral
Science for Grede -^ight." Unpublished i.'.aster's thesis,
Boston University School of Kduc&tion, 1947.
^Lynch, I. "The .Relative Values for jiighth Grade
General Science of fopics and Experiments in the Area
Magnetism and Electricitv for the Development of delated
Scientific Principles." Unpublished r.'ifster's thesis,
Boston University School of Education, 1947.
"^Silverman, Joseph, "Topics suitable for Developing
Understandings of Principles of Physical Science in a
Course in Senior High School Chemistry." Unpublished
Hester's thesis, Boston University School of Education,

Anns cone-'- prepared a composite topical outline of
the subject-matter topics found in five hi :h- school
textbooks of physics as a source of informational material
with which to develop understandings of principles of
physical science, a id as.-igned to principles of physical
science those topics of which & study mi;j;ht reasonably
be expected to contribute to the development of an under-
standinu' of the principles. He found an aj'iparent uni-
formity in relation to tne major sub "ject-miatter topics to
be studied at the secondary level. It was su/7;gested that
textbooks can be used to help develop understandings of
principles of ohysical science, provided that the content
is properly treated.
Brudzynski*^ selected from, four textbooks of physics
for the senior high- school statements which can be justi-
fiable in their assignment to the principles of pnysical
science compiled by wise^. He found that the more recent
books (1946) contained a lerger number of -rincipies than
the olaer ones (194.5).
-'Annacone, Angelo l,, "Topics Suitable for Developing
Understandings of Principles of Physical Science in a Couise
in Physics for the Senior High School." Unpublished Mas-
ter's thesis, Boston university School of Hducation, 1948.
^Brudzynski, A. J., "Principles of Physical Science
found in Physics Textbooks for the Senior High School,"
Unpublished :>:aster»s thesis, Boston University School of
ii^ducetion, 1948.
^Cn. cit.

The iNjational Society Tor the Study of Education
recoimnended in the Thirty-First Yeerbork th&t courses
in science can best contribute to the objectives of
science education when organized around principles of
science. Beauchamp analyzed many courses in science
but found no conclusive method for determining and
evaluating the objectives of science teaching. Sub-
sequent inae jendent studies were undertaken at the
University of Chicago, under jjowning; Columbia University,
under Powers and Craig; New York University, under
Robertson; University of iJichigan, under Curtis; and
also at Boston university, under ,..iles and Read.
Studies of science textbooks by rieinemann, Hackett,
Koppenaal, and Lucas shov;ed thst the aver!?:-:e space de-
voted to principles end problems involving their appli-
cation was only a smell portion of the total word- s..ace
of the textbooks.
Downing, xiotaertson, V»ise, and i.Iartin formulated
lists of principles of the physical sciences and t^ie
biological sciences most often needed for the solution
of life problems encountered by the average indiviaual.
Fleish and Jones found thet textbooks of general
science do not agree as to the number, selection and

relative i.-i.;crt8.nce of principles. Aeesle.r found the^t
science filias rnaae no defi'iifce atbe^npt bo teach scien-
tific principles even thouprh the filrns v/ere fitted to
teach them. Studies by J_eonelli, Lynch, Silver.- ;an,
Annacone, and '^rudzynski , infiic^te a gradual increase
in the use of rinci .les by the v/ritej^s of science
textbooks as objectives of science instruction.
RiL3l'ATi:i.IviKwT OF Tni. PxtOBLEM
The problem of this paper is to s^irvey the popular
scientific periodicals for che period of '.vorld Vvar II
ana to list the scientific developnients which are
concerned with the principles of physical science as
formulated by V.ise-'- (exclodin:: those dealing specifically
v;ith chev.iistry) .
n nLOG. cit
.

C'dl.F'i^j^xi III
PxitiiPAxlAi'lCN Or' CHxtOHOLOGiCAL LISj? CP DjiViiLOJri,.hNTS
TECHNI JJES EMPLCYiiD
Use ol' principles of pnyslcr 1 science . ''he prin-
ciples of physical science forinulpted by '.Visel v;ill be
thoroU;3hly studied by the investigstor to forin a basis
for the selection of developments. 'Vise used the follo-
wing criteria to deterjaine the principles in physical
science
:
A. fo be e oririciple, s state.iient luust be a
coinprehensive generalization describing
so:f.e fundamental process, constant r.iode of
behavior, or property relating to natural
phenoraena.
3. It must be true without exception within
li.'nitation specifically stated.
G. It liiust be capable of illustration.
D. It ..mst not be a definition.^
A total of 252 principle v>/as found; 165 were in 'ohysics,
includinp; astronomy and netcorolO;':y , 19 in geolo^^y, and
68 in chemistry. The latter principles in chemistry
will not be used in this paper.
"^v;ise, riarold loc. cit.
^Ibid
.
, 371.
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Selection _of periociicals for analysis » The following
criteria were adopted by the writer and aoproved by the
science educf tors attenuing a Seminar in Science ]->ducation
at tne Boston University School cf Education, 1948, as a
bc?sls for the selection of •.eriodicals to be ans^lyzed
for developments in physical science.
The periodical must ...
1. Have been publisned by a scientific organization
or publisher and have a circulation over 10,000.
2. Be non- technical, i.e., published for the layinan
and not bhe specialist in tr.e field.
'6, 3e pul:lished either weekly or monthly,
4. 3e available to the writer at the time of the
writing.
5. Be ublished during the period starting January
1, 1941 and ending December 51, 1945.
6. Be representative of the periodicals used in
hlp:h school science aerjertments
.
Perloalcals selected . f-'lve periodic&ls v/ere found
to satisfy the criteria:
1. Science i^ews Letter
,
published weekly by Science
Service, 'ashington, D. C.
2. Science
,
published weekly by the American As-
sociation for t.ie Advancement of Science, Viash-
ington, D. C.

0. Scientific ..-Onthly, Pabllshea inontnly by the
Arr.erlcRn Association for the Advancement of
Science, Vi'ashln.^ton, D, C.
4. Science Digest
,
published .nonthly by the Science
i;i,?est. Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois.
5. Popular Science
,
published monthly oj the Science
Publlshin ' Company, i^ew York.
Selection cf developments in physical science . The
follov/ing crireris were established by the writer and
approved by the science educators attending a Seiainar in
Science Education at the joston University School of jidu-
cabion, 1948, as a basis for the selection of developments
in physical science fro_a the perioaicals.
2he development must ...
1. Deal with one or more of the principles listed
by .;ise-^ fcxcludlng those in the field of chemis-
try,
2. ...ention a new ^jrocess, invention, technique, or
otner tj-pe of new development of the basic
orinciple or principles.
5. lie understandable to the non-scienLlfic layman
on the secondary level. i?he v;riter's opinion
-^
Ibid . , o71-.:;79.

based on his experience and training be the
judge of tnis criterium.
4, Irlention the name of the investigator,
5, L.ention the place and approximate time of the
investigation.
Technique used to survey the literature . ,;ise's list
of principles of physical science will be studied by the
investigator until they are tnoroaghly understood. The
periodicals chosen v/ill then be surveyed one after another
page by page. The selected developments will be wricten
in non-technical narrative style together v^itn coinolete
bibliographies. The total issues for the year of all five
perioaicals v^ill be surveyed before golnp^ to the next year.
This proceaure will be followed for the coiuplete five
years. The developments will be reported in this inves-
tigation in the order they are found in Ghe perioaicals.
THK itESiii-iilGil
Treatment of data. The developments located in the
selected perioaicals according to the criteria established
will be lis bed in T^Bij^ I together with their complete
bibliographical sources.
The number of developments in physical science found
in each periodical for each yeer surveyed will be found

in TiiiLIi II,
i'iie nvn'bers of the developments listed in TAb^!^ I
that are ivientioned in two or more sources will be found
in TABLE III.
Assui7iptions made. It is assur.ied that tne periodical
chosen for this survey represent a coiiiprehensive coverage
of the scientific aevelopments of World ';Var II. It is
further asstiinert thet trie judf-^enent of the inves t i.^at'.)r
in choosing the developments sccordin:; to the criteris is
reliable, i.e., the developments chosen will not be above
the coiiiprehensive pov.ers of the aver&ge secondary school
science stn.deit.
,-:2.:r. - -.dE PHGBLjii;:
The problem of ^ .is pspcr is to survey the popular
scientific periodicals for the period of Vvorld V-ar II
and to list the scienGific develoiDmen ts \;hich are con-
cerned vvith the principles of physical science as for-
mulated by Vilise-^ (excludin.o; those dealing specifically
v;i th chemi s try ) •

TABLJi I
SUMvIARY OF DEVELOPiME.frs IN PHYSICAL SClJiNCE
PUBLISKi5D IN FIVE PERIODICALS DURING TnE PERIOD
JaWUkRY 1, 1941 i'O DECEraBER 61, 1945
Development
1, A method of spinning a steel
ball, 3/52 inch in diameter,
at 110,000 revolutions ;jer
second by magnetically sus-
pending; it in vacuum,
2, blind- flying bats use super-
sonic echoes to pilot them-
selves through maze of wires
in room. .Vhen tneir ears
and mouths were coverea, the
bats were helpless.
3, A photogra phic exrjosure meter
wnich measures the direct
light, at the source, rather
than that reflected from the
sub j e c t
.
4, A stop-light for bicycles
vi/ :iich o cerates when the di-
rection of the ;)edals is
reversed.
5, An instrument for making
movies of stars and planets
for educational purposes.
ii. L. Uachatuie, Uni-
versity of Virginia,
reported in Science
Mews Letter
, 59 ( Jan
.
4, 1941) 5, 11-12.
'Jalambas and D. n,
Ghriffin, Harvard Bio-
logical Laboratories,
reported in Science
i'lews i^etter , 59 ( Jan.
4, 1941) 5-6.
D. I^orwood, Society of
.>'.otion Picture Engineers
xie oorted in Science i^evtfs
Letter , 59 (Jan. 11,
1941) 25.
Ii. it. Johnston, Hamil-
ton, Ohio. Reported in
Science iMews -uetter , 59
iJan. 11, 1941) 30.
Dr. R. it. ..cCrrath, Uni-
versity of . ichigan.
Reported in Science News
Letter, 59 (Jan. 25,
1941) 56.
*Table I is read thus: the development "A method of
spinning ... in vacuu:-^" was developed by E. L. MacHattie
at the University of Virginia and reoorted in Science
News better
,
59 (Jan. 4, 1941) o, 11-12.
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TABLE I, (GGI^TI^ED)
Development Source
10.
Fu.se for time shell uses
weights instead, of springs
to drive the ti'dng mech-
anism. The centrifugal
force of the spinning pro-
jectile actuates the timer.
Multifocal lenses with no
sharp line of demercaLion be-
tween the sections for near
and far vision. The one
eases gradua:j.ly into the other.
"Eovar", an alloy of iron,
nickel, cobalt and manganese,
has a coefficient of expansion
the same f s glass. Used in
manufacture of radio. X-ray,
and television tubes to pre-
vent strain between metal and
glass surfaces due to expan-
sion and contraction by tem-
perature variations.
Production of high purity
Magnesium by distillation of
scrap castings.
iiadio waves (600 megacycles
or 20 inches long) used to
detect airplanes at nin;ht.
The v/aves are sent out in
straight paths and are re-
flected by metallic objects.
F. vV. 3old, Chelsea,
Massachusetts. Re-
ported in Science News
Letter, 39 (Feb. 1,
1941) 76.
Beach Lens Gompf-ny,
Buffalo, Kew York. Re-
ported in Science News
Letter, 39' (Feb. 8,
T^^rr"89.
H. Scott, V.estinghouse
Research .department,
deported in Scienc e
News Letter
, 59 (March
I, 1941) 135.
C.ji. Nelson, Dow Chemic-
al Company. Reported
in Science News Letter
,
39 (iuarch 1, 19417 136.
J. Dyman, Huntin::-ton,
New York. Assigned to
Sperry Gyroscope Com-
pany, Brooklyn, Nev;
York. Keportea in
Science News i^etter , 39
(March 9, 1941) 147.

mijevelopiaent
11. Aerial photographs deve-
loped and printed sloi't In
seven minutes. The film
is exposed, developed and
fixed while still in its
original holder. The
prints sre made from the
wet negative.
12, Radioactive Carbon isotope
G-14 prepared in appreciable
quantities with cyclotron.
13. Uraniu::i U-255 split into
equal parts v/ith a release
of large amount of energy
in the cyclotron.
14. The presence of invisible
viruses revealed through
color chanf3;es of very thin
films of transparent
material
.
15. Castings of snowflaices,
preserving permanently in
synthetic fossil form all
details of their delicate
microscopic structure,
made in che.Tiical plastic.
H. F. Stiffler, United
States Army Air Corps,
Wri:i;ht Fie la, Dayton,
Ohio. Reported in
Science uev^s lietter , 39
(March 8, 1941) 148.
Drs. S. ituben and
D. Xamen, University of
California. Reported
in Physical neview and
Science Iv^evjs Letter , 39
(Llarch 15, 1941) 163.
Lrs. L. Segre and Cf.
Seaborg, university of
California. lieported
in Science i^'ews Letter ^
59 (raarch 15, 1941) 164.
Dr. I. Langmuir, :Jenera!l
Electric Research Labo-
ratory. Reported in
Science iCev/s .Letter , 39
(March lo, 1941) 164.
V. J. Sehaefer, General
Llectric itesearch Labo-
ratory. Reported in
Science and in Science
Nevvs Letter, 39 ( Mar ch
15, 1941) 171-172.
1^
TA^LE I, { CCNTIi^UxLU)
Development Source
16, Detection of airplanes at
night through the use of
tne infra-red rays from the
engine's exhaust.
17. Magnetization of small iron
objects by olacing bhem at
right angles to the earth's
magnetic field and subject-
ing them to ultra-violet
rays from a sun- lamp con-
centrated by quartz lenses.
18. Detection of oresence and
counting of meteors during
daylight hours ( .vhen the
meteors are invisible) by
use of high frequency radio
waves
.
19 o Night-glow of sky proven ^o
be due to magnetic activity
of earth and its atmosphere
rather than to just star
and rnoon light.
20. Pictures may be taken in
darkness by use of infra-
red flash bulDs and infra-
red film.
I. Vvo^ff, ivxerchantville.
New Jersey. Assigned
to Radio Corporation of
America. Reported in
Science News Letter, 39
(March 29, 1941) 206.
Dr. F. Ehrenhaft and
L. Banet, New York.
.leported in Nature and
Science Ne\/s -^eLter , 39
lApril 12, 1941) 232.
j^r. J.A.Pierce, Harvard
University. x^eported
in Phys ical nev levv and
Science N_eMvs i^etter , 39
TFay 17, ""1941) 315.
D. R. "barber. University
of California. Report-
ed in Science News Let-
ter, 39 (Augo 2, 1941)
78.
Vvabash Photolamp Corp-
oration, :'rooklyn. New
York. Reported in
Science New s j-iet ter, 39
(AugT 23, 1941) 115-116.

TABLE I, (COKTIiNiUiiD)
Development Source
21, Opening the field of study
on size, shape, and dis-
tribution of colloidal
particles, structure of
plastics, and other
heretofor invisible ob-
jects through the use of
the electron microscope.
Smith, T. A., Engine
Products Division of
Radio Corporation of
America. "The Electron
I.ii cro scope", Scientif i
c
..ionthly, 52 (April 1941)
337^341.
22. Forcasting of weather changes
by "air-mass analysis" system
of weather study, i^ore de-
pendable than "baro.rietric
system" sixice it deals vvith
the v.hole atmosphere of a
region rather than a limited
number of phenomena.
Dr. A.iv.Botts, N.J.
State Teachers College,
Trenton, New Jersey.
"The Character of Vvea-
tner "
,
Scientific iv.on-
thly , 52 (June, 19411
534-538.
23. High-pitched sound waves di-
rected into chimneys, clears
them of smoke, dust and smel-
ter fumes. "The solid par-
ticles in the atmosphere form
flakes, like soot, and fall
to the bottom.
"
24. Detection of cosmic rrys in
"Wilson cloud chamber". It
is a cyclinder containing darao
air in which the pressure is
alternately raised and lower-
ed. As the expansion t&kes
oiace, a line of fog will
form on the trail of atomic
fregments left in zhe wake
of a cosmic ray.
H. Vv. St. Clair, United
States Bureau of i/lines.
Reported in "Science
Ne/vs", Science, 93
(Jan. 17, 1941) 10-11.
jjr. T* H. Johnson,
Franklin Institute.
Reported ia "Science
News", Science, 93
(Feb. 7, 1941)' 43-44.

TABLh I, ( COii'IiTOKj)
Development Source
25.
26.
Determination of the sge of
deposits of ocean mud by-
measuring the amount of ra-
dium in the mud.
"The extraction of antigens
loj sound wsves."
"Detection of airplanes
night or through fog."
See Development No. 10.
at
28. "a method of making snow-
fl8-ke replicas." See
Development No. 15.
29. "Radium- like Csrbon made
from iUtrogen". See De-
velopment No. 12.
Dr. .:. D. Uvry, Car-
negie Institute of
vVashlngLon. Reported
in "Science News",
Science, 93 (Feb. 7, 41)
44.
Drs. L. A. Chambers and
E.W. Flos dorf. University
of Pennsylvania. Re-
ported in "Science News"
Sci ence , 93 (Feb. 21, 41
10.
J. Lyman, Sperry Gyro-
scope Company. Report-
ed in "Science News",
Science, 93 (Feb. 28, 41
6. Also in Science
News Letter , 39 (l.'arch
9, 194irT47.
V. J. Shaefer, General
Llectric .tesearch i.ab-
oracory. Reported in
Science , 93 (March 7,
1941) 239-240. Also in
Science Nevjs .i^etter , 39
Tilarch^lS, 1941) 172.
Drs. S. xiuben and i...D.
Kfmen, University of
California. Reported in
Physical Review; "Sciencp
News", Science," 93 (Mar.
7, 194iy~10; and Science
News Letter , 39 (March
15, 1941) lo3.

TABLE I, (CONTINUjiL))
Development
3o. "Aerial photographs" taken
and printed aloft. See
development l^!o, 11.
31. Splitting of Uranium into
equal parts. See Develop-
ment No. 13.
32. "Iridescent coxors of thin
films of transparent material
for the detection of disease.-"
See Development iio. 14.
33. Determination of density of
different atmospheric layers
by "shooting radio vi/aves up
into the higher layers of
the atmosphere and measuring
the brief period required
for the echo to return."
H. F. Stiffler, United
States Army Air Corps,
Viright Field, uayton,
Ohio. Reported in
"Science News", Science,
(March 7, 1941) 12; and
^
in _Science^ News Letter,
39 (March 8, 1941) 148.
Dr. E. Segre and G.
Seaborg, university of
California. Reported
in "Science News",
Science
. 93 (March 8, 41
14; and in Scie^nc_£ News
Letter , 39 (March 15,
1941) 164.
Dr. I. ijsngmuir, General
Electric i.e search lab-
oratory, .leported in
Scien ce News Letter , 39
T¥arch 15, 1941) 164;
and in "Science News",
Science , 93 (March 21,
1941) 6.
ur. L. V. 3 e rimer, Car-
negie Institute depart-
ment of Jerrestial i.^ag-
netism. Reported in
'Science News", Scienc e,
93 (March 28, 1941) 8.
'

TABLE I, (CONTINUEu)
Development Source
34. "A glare-elii inating screen
for automobiles uses invis-
ible submicroscopic mole-
cules instead cf crystals
to line up li.a;ht waves so
that they all vibrate in
the same direction,"
35. kusical device using vacuum
tubes and electrical circuits
"can play tunes of any instru-
ment desired.
36. An inexpensive process for
producing alumixium from
alunite
,
37. Use of sun's rays to cook
food. A parabolic reflector,
following the sun by clock-
work, focuses the rays on a
tube of high boiling-point
liquid. The liquid heats
and circuit tes through a
cooking oven.
38. Hight glov; in sky due to mag-
netic activity, not starlight,
see Development :o. 19.
i,. H. Land, Polaroid
Corporation, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, reported
in "Science News",
Science, 93 (April 18,
194irT0,12.
n. Bumstead, v.est-
field. New Jersey. As-
signed to nadio Cor-
poration of America.
Reported in "Science
News", Science, 93 (:<lay
16, 1941} 10.^
Dr. A. Fleiscner, Kal-
unite, inc.. Salt i^ake
City. "Science News",
Science, 94 (July 4,
1941) 11.
Dr. Cr. i>. iibbot, Smith-
sonian Institution,
v;ashington. xieported
in "Science i^iews".
Science , 94 (July 18,
1941) 10.
Dr. D. R. Barber, Univ-
ersity of California.
Reported in "Science
News", Science , 94 (July
25, 1941) 8. ^Also in
Science News Letter , 39
(Aug. 2, 194lT~73.

TASLji I, (CCNrii^UED)
DeveloDment Source
39. hxeasurement of airplane's
height above gro^j-nd by use
of high frequency radio
signal and its reflection
from the ground.
40. Measurement of airplane"'
s
distance to a reference
station by use of high
frequency radio signal from
airplane and an automatic
retransmission of signal
from reference station.
41. Pictures may be taken in
darkness by use of infra-
red flash bulbs and infra-
red film.
See Development lio^ 20.
42, i-^ats can heajp frequencies
up to forty kilocycles.
43. Liquid air may be made by
allowing compressed air bo
do work as it expands.
Dr. ii.F. V. .Alexanderson,
General Electric Com-
pany, reported in
"Science News", ^ci^nce
94 (July 25, li^41) '8.'
'
H. X. Budenborn, Bell
Telephone Laboratories,
iieported in "Science
ew s
"
, Science , 94
(July 25,' 1941) 10.
V'vabash Photolamp Cor-
poration, Brooklyn,
New York. .Reported in
"Science ilews". Sci ence
,
94 (Aug. 8, 1941) 8.
Also in Sci ence I^ews
Letter, 39 (iuTg. 23,
1941) 115-115.
J. Crould and G. :.; organ.
Harvard University.
"Hearing in the Rat at
High rrequencies"
,
Scienc e, 94 (Aug. 15,
1941) 158.
P. Kapitza, Institute
of Physical Problems of
Academy of Sciences,
LjOscow, U.S.S.R. Re-
ported in N atur e . Also
in "Science iiews".
Science , 94 (Aug. 15,
1941) 8".

TAELE I, ( COi\TiNU]iJ)
Development Source
44. Ci-enerator that produces
sound waves lethal to
bacteria and other rnicro-
organisms.
45. Removal of reflections from
the surface of lenses by use
of hydrofluoric acid fumes
to etch away a small amount
of surface and leave a thin
transparent film of calcium
fluoride on the surface.
46. Iiigh power mercury arc lamps
to speed up production of
blueprints. The lamps emit
a very high intensity of
light in the near ultra-
violet region of which the
blueprint paper is very
sensitive thus shortening
the required exposure,
47. Heduction of static elect-
ricity charge on autombiles
from 7000 volts to 1,200
volts by injecting a con-
ducting powder into the inner
tube through the valve stem.
The powder forms a continuous
conducting layer which re-
duces the charges which
otherwise would be induced
on the car.
Dr. A.P.Krueger, Uni-
versity of California
at Berkeley. Reported
in "Science xv evvs "
,
Science, 94 (Sept. 5,
1941) 12.
Dr. F.n.Nicoll, Hadio
Corporation of America
Laboratories. Reported
in "Science x-iews".
Science, 94 (Oct, 31,
1941) 6,
Vv, T, Anderson, Jr,
Hanovia Chemical and
i.ianufacturing Company,
Newsrk, New Jersey,
Described at meeting of
Optical Society of Amer-
ica. Reported in
" Sc i enc e 1^I ew s " , Science
,
94 (Oct. 31, 1941) 11.
S,.;.'.,Cadv.'ell, et al.
United States Rubber
Company. Described to
American Chemical
Society. Reported in
"Science ^^ev^s". Scienc e,
94 (Nov. 7, 1941) 12.

TABLE I, (CC ;TI.^Ui:.,.)
Development Source
High-speed photography with
ordinary cameras through use
of Kodatron Flash tube.
Flash accomplished by dis-
charge of condenser through
tube
.
Developed by Dr. H.
iiidgarton, . assachusetts
Institute of Technology,
iieported in Popular
Science , 158 (Feb. 1941)
208-210.
49, Camera to reduce the neg-
ative size of X-Kay photo-
^xraphs to 4" x 5" instead
of customary 14" x 17".
50. Bsts use supersonic cries
during fli/s-ht to "see"' in
dark.
See Development ao . 2
51, Microscope for drill presses
that locates a desired drill
DOint to within .00018 inch.
52. Commerdal transmL s.- ion of
full-color television.
53. i.ieasurement of thickness of
sheets ofmagnetic material
by the use of a magnetic
guage accurete to .001 inch
even when only one side is
accessible
.
General Electric X-Ray
Corporation. Reported
in Popular Science , 138
(.arch 1941) 87.
R. lialambas and D.R.
Griffin, Harvard Bio-
logical Dabor£tory.
"How Bats 'See' in the
Dark" by S. Teale,
Popular Science , 138
(March, 1941) 102-104.
S. Griffin, Glendele,
California. neported
in Popular Science , 139
(July, 1941) 53.
Dr. P. C. Goldmark, Col-
umbia Broadcasting
System, New York, rie-
ported by Popular
Science , 139 ( July
,
1941) 65.
Gener&l ji^lectric Company
reported in Popular
Science , 139 (July,
1941) 81.

Development
54, Use of micro-weves end
infre-red rays to detect
airplanes at night.
See Developraents No.
10, lb, 27, and 69,
55. B&lloon-cf rried weather
stetlon, ''Haaiosonde" , auto-
matically transmits "weather
information.
56. Termite detector uses
radio to amplify the sounds
of the iiisects chewing the
fibers inside vi/ood objects.
57. "Flames" on Sun visible
..ith spectro-Jielioscope
.
Allows trsnsT.ission of wave-
length of hydro i:i;en lii5;ht but
excludes all others.
58. Blind- flying b&ts use super-
sonic echoes to pilot them-
selves through the dark.
See Developments YiO , 2, 50.
59. Spinning a steel bsll
110,000 times a second by
magneticelly suspendiii it
in a vacuum.
See Development lio. 1.
"liov; Vi/srplpnes i'l^ht
at ]\io;ht". Popular
Science , 159 (Oct.
1941) 82-88, 220-222.
U. S. Vveatner Bureau.
"New Planes for Ocean
Travel" by D. M. Stearns
Popular Science, 159
(Nov. 1941) 81-85.
W. Burgess and W. Bur-
gess, Jr., Benton Har-
bor, r.:ichiga;i . heported
in popular Science
,
159 (:\ov. 1941) tid.
J. »»', iiiVsns, Cnabot
Cbsei-vatory, u&kland,
California, rieoorted
in Science Digest , 9
(Jan. 1941) 11-12.
K. (lalfmbos end D. h.
xriffin, Harvard Bio-
logical L/aborstories.
"The Advancement of
Science", Science
Digest , 9 (March, 1941)
42-48.
L. E. i'-IecHattie, Univ-
ersity of Virginia. "The
Advancement of Science",
Science Digest , 9 (Marchj
1941) 42- 48.

TABLJi I, (COrlTiNUED)
iJe velooraent
5ii
50. Detection of airplanes at
nij?ht by use of infra-red
rays from exhaust of plane.
See Development i]o. 16.
61. A- ''volce-dialin';?" telephone
system which automatically
connects the called party
when the proper number is
sooken into the transioltter
.
62. Use of infra-red flash bulbs
to take pictures in total
darkness
.
See Developments No. 20,41.
63. Powder elininates stf-tic in-
terference and static shock
caused by friction of ro-
tating parts.
See Development Ko . 47.
64. Sound generator kills bac-
teria and other micro-
organsims v;ith very short
waves
.
See Development No. 44.
65. f{adio frequency circuit with
movable coil used to locate
metal fra':-ments for surgery.
I. .volff, i,.er chant ville,
Nev«/ Jersey. Reported
in Science ui'^est
, 9
(June, 1941) 96.
n. Dudley, Garden
City, Nev/ York, i-issign-
ed to 3ell Telephone
Laboratories. Reported
in Science Digest , 10
(July, 1941) 94.
'..abash Photolarap Cor-
poration, Brooklyn,
New York. Lteported in
Science Digest , 10
(Oct., 1941) 95.
U. 3. .-Rubber Company.
ReDortea in ocience Di-
gest , 10 (C3t., 194lT~
95.
Dr. K. P. Krueger, Uni-
versity of California,
iieported in Science Di-
gest, 10 ("iov., 194lT~
93.
Col. J. J. i.iOorheed, U.
S. Army Post Graauate
School, L!ew York, de-
ported in Scienc e News
Letter
, 41 (Jan. ~31,
1942) 67.

i'AELii I, (CONTIlIUiii^)
Develooment
66, Use of low pov;er "induction
field" in imrdediate vicinity
of antenna facilitates
blind landing of airplanes.
67, Propelierless
,
jet-driven
airpl&ne built and tested
successfully in Italy,
68. Planes can photograph en-
emy territory at night by
dropping fleres v/hich flash
only once for a very short
duration. The camera shutter
is synchronized with the
flash by means of a photo-
electric cell.
69. Beam of electrons sweeping
back and forth across a
photographic film at speed
up to 18,000 miles per sec-
ond, a tenth thst of light,
times a, lightning flash to
a few billionths of a second,
measures the current and
voltsges, and draws a pic-
ture of the oscillations.
70. iiilectron microscope that
scanns the object oermits
study of grain structure of
opaque objects and allows
the picture to be trans-
mitted by television.
L. Clemmer, i,:onroe,
Vasconsin. Reported
^'^ Science rjevvs Letter
,
41 (Jsn. 51, 1942) 72.
. S. Campinl. Reported
in British Aviation
journal. The Aeroplane
,
Dec, 1941. Also in
Science j^ev^fs Letter , 41
(Feb. 7, 1942) 89.
XL. L. Johnson, General
Electric Laboratory.
Reported in Science
News Letter , 41 (March
28, 1942) 201.
L. J. vvade, ejt al
.
General Electric uor-
porstion. Reportea i
Science iMews j-ietter
,
42 ( July 4, 1942) o.
Dr. V. K. Zv7or3'-kin, et
al. Radio uorporption
of America Leboretory.
Reported in Science
News ijetter , 42 ( July 11T^) 20-Sl.

TABLii. I, ( CONl^IivlUiiij)
Development ' Source
71. Thermocouple surrounded by
a damp c^oth provides a
method for obtaining direct
readings of relative hu-
midity.
72. xieprocessing techniques re-
move surface scratches from
photographic film.
75. Device which allows rapid
counting of sts-rs on a
photographic plate fs faint
as the fifth magnitude, re-
gardless of the number of
stars on the plate.
74. Blind landing of airplanes
facilitated by use of a low-
po\^er, low- frequency trans-
mitter which sets up an
"induction field".
See Developm.ent > o . 66.
75. Radio frequency circuit with
movable coil used to locate
metal fragments for surgery.
See Development rlo . 65.
76. Vtf'orn mscjQine parts e n be
built upbtheir original di-
mensions by spraying the
worn part with a fine mist
of molten metal.
F. Kahn, Philadelphia,
rieported in Science
News Letter , 42 (Aug.
29, 1942) lo7.
Gol. n. G. Barrett,
United States Array
Signal Corps Photo-
graphic Labors tory,
vvashington. Reported
in Science I^ews Let cer
,
42 (Dec. 5, 1942) 555-
556.
Dr. W. ivlcCushey,
Warner and Swasey Ob-
servatory, Cleveland,
Reported in Science
,
95" (Jan. 9, 1942) 15.
Vc. C. Clemmier, r/Ionroe,
'..isconsin. "Science
News", Science , 95
(Jan. 50, 1942) 6-7.
Col. J. J. Moorhee.d,
United States Army
Post Graduate School,
New York. Reported in
Science , 95 (Jan. 50,
1942) 3.
'.V. T. CujTimings, Surface
I'ransportation Corpor-
ation. "Science News",
Science
. 95 (Feb. 20,
1942) 10.

Table i, ( go. iti iul..)
Development
77, Sesja of electrons s.. eeping
beck and forth across a
photograpnic film at speed
up to 18,000 miles per sec-
ond, a tenth that of light,
tines lightning flashes to
a few billionths of a second,
measures the current and
voltages, end draws a pic-
ture of the oscillations.
See Development ijo . 69.
78, Development of the "Steri-
lamp", the ultraviolet rays
of v/hich are lethal to some
forms of harmful bacteria.
79. Electronic vfcuum camera
can photograph crystalline
structure of substances
miliioni:h5 of an j.nch thick.
80, Treatrnent of glass surfaces
vvith hydrofluoric acid f'.imes
eliminates reflections.
See Development No. 45.
Bio Cosmic rc-ys leave a visible
trail of condensed :;ioisture
in cloud chamber.
See Development \o. 24.
h, J. V.ade, e_t al
,
G-eneral Electric Cor-
poration. "Science
Ixevj s " , Science , 9
6
(July 3, 1942) 10,
Dr. la. G. itentschler,
':V e s t inghou s e Labor a to i-y
"Death xiays for Bact-
eria" by K. M, Swezey,
Popular Science , 140
(Jan,, 1942) 49- bl,
Dr, R. ?, Johnson,
General Electric Re-
search Lf-boratory.
lieported in ropal&r
Science , 140 ^Jan.,
19427^2,
Dr, }:''. rl. Jicoll, rtadio
Corpora blon of America
Lr-bora tories . xieported'
in Popular Science,
140 'Oeh. , 1942) 122.
Dr. G, D. Anderson,
California Instituoe
of Technology. de-
ported in Popular
Science , 141 ( Sept,
,
1942) 44-45.

;l
TABLiL I, ( COrri?I.;:UiLi))
jeveloDinent
82, By mes.ns of a special film,
"Trivision'', a single X-
ray picture can be msde to
show three (iiinensicns -
length, breadth and depth.
F. VJinnek, Mt.
Vernon, Nev/ York,
.ieportea in Popular
Science, 141 (Seot.,
1942) 38-90.
83. Gun projectiles can be
propelled by use of the
expending force of dry-
ice (carbon dioxide).
d, :,.onner, iJenver, Co-
lorado, reported in
Po]julsr Science, 141
(Oct., 1942) 65.
84. Tree tLient of glass surfaces
with hydrofluoric acid fumes
eliminates reflections.
See Jevelopments ViO . 45, 80
Dr, F, n. Nicoll, Radio
Corporation of i\merica !j
Laboratories. xieportedH
in Popul£ r Science and
''Science in the l^levvs"
by W. Kaempffert,
Science Digest, 11
(Jan., 1942) 76.
85. Typewriter- camera photo-
graphs the letters as they
are punched on film. Dup-
licates or copies may then
be reoroduced photographical-
ly-
.
"
86, Propellerless, jet-ariven
airplane built and tested
successfully in Italy.
J. .i. Bryce, Jlen nidge
,
:Tew Jersey. Reported j!
in the New York L'imes
and also in Science
Digest, 11 (Feb., 1942)
95.
S. Csrnpini, Itely.
rteported in British
aviation journal. The ij
Aeroplane, Dec, 1941.
||
Also in Science Digest
,
11 (iipril, 1942) 94,
87. Radio frequency circuit v/ith
movable coil used to locate
metal fragments for surgery.
See Developments ilo . 65
and 75,
Col. J. J. koorhead.
United St&tes Army
Post Graduate School,
Hew York. Reported
by Science Service and
in Science Digest , 11
(May, 1942) 95-94,

TABLji I, (CC.TIWEi^)
Development
88. 3y means of e special film,
"Trivision", a single X-
ray picture c&n be mscte to
show three dimensions.
See Development Ao . 82.
89. iviagnetically recording sound
on thin steel wire.
90, TNT (trinitrotoluene) can be
used as a li^ht-sensitive
coating for photographic
paper
.
91. Wide-angle periscope in-
creeses the visibility of
tank corn-'iiander
.
92. "Stitchinz" metal sheets
together accomplished by
autometic spot-welder.
93. Ho eke t motors act as auxi-
liary power units to assist
overloaded airplanes in
tske-off.
D. F. IVinnek, ivit.
Vernon, i.ew York.
Heported in Scien
Digest , 12 (July, 1942)
95-96.
1,:. Camras, Armour He-
search Foundation.
Heported in Science
Dige st, 12 (Sept, 1942)
93.
Dr. Vy. 0. Snelling,
Trojan Powder Company.
Heported in Plum Brook
Ordnance .aorks News.
Also in "Science News",
Science News i^etter ,
40 (Jan. 2, 1943} 9.
Lt. Col. D. J. Craw-
ford, United States
Army, reported in
Science News Letter
,
43 (Feb. 13, 1943) 104.
3udd Company. "hlect-
ricity Sews Metal",
Science .';ews Let'cer
,
43 (Feb. 20, 1943) 118.
H. nealy, American
xiocket Society. He-
ported in Aviation .
Also in Science News
Letter , 43 (Feb. 20,
1943) 118-119.

TABLii I, (CQNTII;Ujl^)
Development
94. Rubber inner v/alis on gas-
oline tanks seal up noies
from bullets.
95. Pl&stic propeller- shaft
bearings on ships are not
corroaed by salt spray.
96. Muzzle attachment utilizes
povtfer of blast to prevent
submachine gun from "climb-
ing".
97. Copper-covered steel wire
trsnsmits high frequencies
as well as solid copper
conductors
.
Floating automatic radio
trsnsmitters used to survey
ocean currents.
99. Plastic materials may be
joined together by use of
radio- fre /uency current in-
stead of needle and thresd
in a "sewing" machine,
100. Flaws in rubber tires de-
tected by means of super-
conic waves.
A. J. DeCamp, I/Ioline,
Colorado. Reported
in Science :\ews .better
,
43 (Feb. HO, 1943) 120.
V. E. l:4nz, '..estinghouse
Corporation, Reported
in Science News better
,
43 (Feb. 20, 1943) 120.
L. Ci, Re i sing, Hartford,
Conn. Reported in |
Sc ience -!ews ^.etter , 43
T^ar. 27, 1943) 205.
Dr. B. R. Teare, Jr.
and J. R, Webb, Carnegie
Institute of technology
reported in Science
News Letter, 43 (Mar.
^77~1943) 207.
Dr. L. 0. Colbert, Un-
ited States Coast and
Oeodetic Survey. "Ro-
bots to Study 0cec9n",
Science r.evi/s better, 43
(May 1, 194o) 275.
Dr. G. H. Brown, Radio
Corporation of America
Laboratories. Reported
in Science i^ews better
,
43 iJune 12, 1943) 372.
Coodyear x^esesrch Lab-
oratories. Reported in
Science I'^ews Letter
, 44
(July 3, 1943Tir:

TABLE I, (CC'JTIiNiUiij)
Develooment
101. Magnetic field detects
flaws or irregularities
in v/ires, rods and sim-
ilar elongate metals
shapes as they move at
forty feet per second.
102, Plastic may be molded by
heat produced by high-
frequency radio waves.
103. Supersonic waves used to
prepare homogeneous em-
ulsions .
104. ijestruction by ultravio-
let light of trie virus
type of disease germ.
See development IJo. 78.
105. Floating autom&tic radio
transmitters used to survey
ocean currents.
See i)evelopment ^lo. 9B.
106. Supersonic v;aves used to
prepare homogeneous en-
ulsicns
.
See Development No. lOo,
107. Pies tic may be molded by
heat produced by generated
radio waves.
see Development No. 102.
D. E. Elmeadorf and
K. H. Keller, General
Electric Company. Re-
ported in Science News
Letter, 44 (Aug. 28,
1943) 136.
V. E. -eharg. Bakelite
Corporation. Reported
in Science ""ews Letter
,
44 (Sept. 18, 1943) 130-
181.
Dr. K. So liner. Univer-
sity of ivlinnesota. He-
ported in Science ^^evi/s
Letter, 44 (Sept. 18,
1943) 181.
Dr. ri, C. Rents Ciller,
Westinghouse Lamp Div-
ision. "Science News",
Science , 97 (April 23,
1945) 12.
Dr. L. C. Colbert, Un-
ited States Coast and
'roodetic Survey. "Sci-
ence News", Science , 97
(Liay 7, 1943) 12.
Dr. K. Sollner, Univer-
sity of ..linnesota.
"Science News'", Science
98 (Sept. 17, 194o) 12.
V. E. Mehsrg, Bakelite
Corporation. "Science
News", Science , 93
(Sept. 17, 1943) 12, 14
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TABLJi I, ( COWTINUKi:;)
Development
108. 'i'NT (trinitrotoluene) c&n
be used as a li^^ht- sensi-
tive coating for photo-
grephic paper.
See Development No. 90.
109. Rocket motors act es auxi-
liary power units to assist
overloaded airplanes in
take-off.
See Development ::o. 95,
llOo Electrostatic heating uses
the product being heated as
the dielectric of a conden-
ser. Heat is generated ss
a result of molecular agi-
tation.
111. Use of Kad£ir (Rsdio Direc-
ting and rian'iing) to obtain
information and movement
data £'bout astronomical
bodies
.
112. Flaws in rubber tires de-
tected by means of super-
sonic waves.
See Development '.o. 100.
113. Process of dehydrating
food by means of high fre-
quency radio energy.
Dr. »«. u. Snelling,
Trojan Powder Company.
Reported in Popular
Science , 145 (Aug.,
1943) 122.
ri. iiealy, American
iiocket Society. Re-
ported in Aviation .
Also in Science Di -
gest , 13 (April, 1943)
56.
P. D. Zotto, Thermex
Division of the Qird-
ler Corporation, Louis-
ville, Kentucky. Re-
ported in Product En-
gineering; . Also in Sci -
ence Digest , 13 (iipril,
1943) 95.
Dr. C. H. Caldwell,
j2.1ectronic Industries .
xieported also in Science
Digest , 14 (Aug. , 1943)
Jocdyear Research Juab-
crf tories. Reported by
Science Service/Science
l\fews uet ::er . ±^lso by
Science Pi. -est , 14
(Sept.
,
1943) 9o.
Federal Telephone and
Radio Corporation. Re-
porter in Electrical
Communication . Also in
Science Dip-:est , 14 (Oct,
1943) 95-96 .

TABLE I, (GONTIWUKD)
Development
114. :i:obot control niech&nism,
tne "aiaplidyne", receives
directions from week elec-
trical imDulses.
Lir. i,. x"'. VV. Alexan-
derson, 'Jeneral Elec-
tric Research Laborato-
ries, Reported in Sci -
ence Digest , 14 (iov,,
1945) 95-96.
115. :nreatraent of glass surfaces Radio Corporation of
with hydrofluoric acid America. Reported in
fumes eliminates reflections. Science Digest, 14
See Develoi:inents ^vo, 4b, (Dec, 194o) 9o.
80, 84.
116. ^^Vaste sawdust and shavings
from sawiiiills used to make
a black opaque plastic of
high tensile strength and
high resistance to moisture.
117. Midden pools of oil detec-
ted by irradiating sa.r.ples
of the eerth above the sus-
pected pool V'llth ultra-
violet light. If petroleum
gf.se s are present, & cha-
racteristic fluorescent
glov; vjill appear.
118. X-rays used to check the
strength of spot-welds
without destroyins; the weld.
119. Electric i.aotor developed
that hss 8 speed of 120,000
revolutions per minute.
Dr. xi. A. i-ardin. Uni-
versity of Oklahoma.
"Plastic from Sawdust"
Science ]<evjs Letter
,
45'
(Jan. 1, 1944T"2^
L. ILcUj uouston,
rexas. Assigned to
Standard Oil Develop-
ment Company, Reported
in Science Hews Letter
,
45 (Jan. 1, 1944T~8;;
jr. XL. 0. ./.caster,
California Institute of
Technology. Reported
in Science iJews Juet ter
,
45 (Jan. I,~r944; 14.
D. H, vVrre, fJenerel E-
lectric Gompsny. xie-
ported in Science ilews
Letter, 45 (Feb. 26,
1944) 131.
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TABL^ I, (COK'^li'iUiiD)
Development
120. Food materials vibj be de-
hydrated by use of hif>-
voltage, high-frequency
current
.
See Development lio, 113,
121. X-rays used to measure the
thickness of white-hot
steel sheets squeezed out
between rollers st a speed
of 20 miles per hour.
,
122. Ultra-short radio waves
used to sterilize vaccine,
serum, etc., in plastic
ampoules, v^here heat would
not be perj.issf ble.
125. Electric motor developed
thrt has a speed of 120,000
revolutions per minute.
See Development No. 119.
124. Electric motor developed
thrt hss a speed of 120,000
revolutions per minute.
See Develooments No. 119_,
125.
125. Infra-red rays bake bread
faster than oven.
126. Reverse solsr heating sys-
tem cools house in suminer.
A. Vang, Newark, New
Jersey. Reported in
Science News Letter
, 45
TTpril 1, 1944) 221.
Dr. .s, D. Goolidge,
Ci-eneral Electric Cor-
poration, iteported in
Science News Letter , 45
(April 29, 1944) 275-
276.
H. Li, Louie, i^ayton,
Ohio. Assigned to la-en-
eral i.Iotors Corporation
Reported in Science New;
Letter , 46 (Aug
1944) 130.
26,
General Electric Cor-
poration. Reported in
"Science News", Science j
99 (x^^eb..l8, 1944) 12.
D. R. Ware, iieneral
Llectric Corporation.
Reported in Popular
Science , 144 (June, 194-1)
56H.
F. H. Wells, iiackensack,
New Jersey. Reported
in Science Digest, 15
(April, 1944) 94.
A. B. Newton, iviinneapo-
lis. xveported in Sci-
ence Di£est, 15 (i.iay,
1^44) 95.
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TABLL I, (COiiTIi^iLi;)
Development Source
Waster sav^dust and shsvings
froLi sswmills used to make
black opaque plastic of
hl,'^h tensile strenaith and
hip.h resistance to moisture
See Development /io. 116,
Dr. d, A. liardin. Uni-
versity of Oklahoma.
:^eported "by Science
Service . Also by Sci-
ence Digest , 15 (i.:ay,
1944) 93.
123. Electric motor developed D. ii. Vicre, General
that h&s a speed of 120,000 Electric Gorporetion.
revolutions per minute. lieported in Science
See Developm.ents I.o. 119, jjigest , 15 (^.ay, 1944)
12o, 124. ^ 94.
129. X-rays used to meesure the Dr. ... D. Goolidge,
thickness of v/hite-hot 'General Electric Cor-
steel sheets squeezed out poraticn. iieported in
between rollers ft g soeed Scien ce .jl f est, 16
of 20 miles per hour. (July, 1944) 95.
See Development rlo. 121.
150. Lo\'V- ores sure extrusion of
plastics for the manufac-
ture of olestic thread
possible by hi rh- frequency
radio v.'ave heat.
131. Exhaust- driven turbine
pushes the air in new
su lercharf^er for auto-
mobiles.
P. Q,uinn, Society of
the Pie sties Industry,
i^eportea in Science
News i^etter, 47 (Jan.
6, 1945) 6.
C. si^, Sorensen, Detroit,
;,;ichi,5an. Assigned to
Ford ;.:otor Company. He-
ported in Science x^ews
Letter , 47 (Jan. 13,
1945) 24.
vVnirling jets of air un-
der high pressure devised
to keep windshield clear
of water and ice.
'.v. N. Patterson, Detroil
,
kichigan. rteportea in
Science News Letter , 47
(Jan. 27, 1945) 56.
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TABL^ I, (COiTIivUji^),
Development
153. New super- sensitive small
electronic tube measures
electricity equivalent to
the light or a star many
light years away.
134. Pocket-size distillation
apparatus for converting
sea watei" into drinking
water. Consists of plastic
balloon to focus sunii:^:ht
on black cellulose sponge.
Spon-re soaks up sea water,
is heated and the evaporated
water condenses on inner sur-
face of balloon as fresh
water v/here it is collected.
135. X-ray camera that takes
pictures in a millionth of
a second to study behavior
of bullets passing through
bore of gun and as they
strike an object.
136. Low-altituae night photo-
graphs may be taken without
flash boiabs by use of high-
intensity multi-flash quartz
photolamp
.
137. New dental device to re-
place tooth-drill operates
on sand-blast principle.
Uses aluminum oxide instead
of sand as the abrasive.
A. Hayen, V-e sting-
house ii^lectric and ivlanu-
facturing Company. Re-
ported in Science Mews
Letter , 47 (Feb. 10,
1945) 82.
R. Delano, Locust Val-
ley, New York. Assignee^
to iiallowhur Chemical
Coiiipany. ^'^eoorted. in
Scienc e News .better , 47
(Feb. 10, 1945) 88.
jjr. C. ... Slack, Vi/'es-
tinghouse Lie c trie and
xianufa c tur 1 n ,^ Comp any
.
Reported in Science
News Letter, 47 (Feb.
17, 1945) 103.
Dr. K. Ldgerton, kas-
sachusetts Institute of
Technology. Reported
in Science News .Letter
,
47 (Feb. 24, 1945) 116.
Dr. R. B. Slack, Corpus
Chrlsti, Texas. Re-
ported in the Journg
1
of the American Dental
Association
,
(AUg, 1945
and also in Science
News jjetter, 48 (Aug.
11, 19457 87.

TABLli I, (GCi^Jl^EiJ)
Development
138. Passege of meteors recorded
automatice liy and brilliance
measured by ajDparetus which
includes two photo-electric
cells in 8 balanced circuit.
159, The "Proximity or VT-Veri-
able Tine" fuze, a tiny ra-
dio set device in the nose
of a projectile, causes it
to explode when near the
target,
140. Vast network of raaio sta-
tions, "Loran- long range
aid to navigation", locates
pilot of ship or ;olf.ne re-
gardless of weather.
Dr. C. "vi/. Cfcrtlein and
J. C. Logne, Cornell
University. iieported
in Science Aevjs i^etter
,
48 (Sept. 15, 1945) 169
Dr. i;;. A. Tune _et al.
Office of Scientific
Research and Develop-
ment . neported in
Science I'iews Letter , 48
(Oct. 6, 1945] 214.
j;. iiastham e_t al, Ra-
diation Laboratory of
v.assachusetts Institute
of Technology. "Loran
ruides Pilots" by V;.
Davis, Science x-jevjs
Letter , 48 ( Nov. 3,
1945) 275-276.
141. Movement of ''electric fin-
ger" around edge of template
produces changes in electro-
magnetic fields which guide
machine tools to cut replica
of template.
S. H. Caldwell e_t al,
Nilex-Bement-Pohd Com-
pany, Hartford. He-
ported in Science Mews
Letter , 48 (Dec. 8,
1945) 359.
142. "Starlight tube", a new
super- sensitive small
electronic tube measures
electricity equivalent to
the lignt of a star many
light yeprs av«/ay.
See Development No. 133.
\V. A. Hayes, '.ve sting-
house Electric and
Manufacturing Company.
Reported in "Science
News", Science
, 101
(Feb. 2o, 1945) 10.

i^evelopraent
145. "Solar- still" , a pocket-
size distillation app&rstus
for converting sea water
into drinking water.
See ^evelopjient No. 134.
144. Ball-point fountein pen has
a six-month to two-year ink
supply and will not leak at
high altitudes or under
water
,
145. Pocket-size distillstlon
apparatus for converting
sea water into drinking
v/ater
.
See Developments .io. 154,
145.
146. The "proximity Fuze", a
tiny radio set device in
the nose of a projectile,
causes it to explode v/hen
near the target.
See Development No. 139.
147. Development of a process
for transmitting television
over ordinary telephone
lines and a metnod of re-
cording television programs
for broadcasting.
d. Delano, Locust Val-
ley, New .:ork. Assigned
to Gallowhur Che racal
Company, j^eported in
"Science Nev;s", Science
,
101 (.:arch oO, 1945) 10.
L. J. 3iro, i.rgentine. I
Reported in Popular
Science , 14d (Jan., I
1945) 113.
d. Delano, Locust Val-
ley, New York, assignee
to ila1 iowhur Chemi ca 1
Co:.:pany. Reported in
Pc;.)ul&r Science , 146
(April, 1945) 121.
Dr. i.. A. Tune, et al.
Office of ScientTTic
Reseerch and Develop-
ment. "Shells Hunt
Targets by Radio" by
D. Francis, Popular
Science , 147 (Sept.,
1945) 86-89, 2o0.
H. E. Gapehart, Pcckard
i.Ianufactaring Corpora tiq|n.
Reported in New York
Herald Tribune and also
in Science ijigest , 17
(Jan., 1945) 95.

TABLji I, {CONCLUDED)
development
148. Process which introduces
noise deliberately into
long distance calls in
order to eliminate "cross
talk". This noise is not
objectionable but it masks
cross talk effectively.
149. Low- altitude night photo-
graphs may be taken without
flesh bomlDs br use of high-
intensity multi- flash quartz
photo lamp
.
See Development No. lo6.
150. Passage of meteors recorded
automatically and brilliance
measured by apparatus which
includes two photo-electric
cells in a balanced circuit.
See Development ilo . 153.
151. The "proximj-ty ji-uze", a tiny
radio set device in tiie nose
of a projectile, causes it
to explode when neer the
target
.
See Development Ko . lo9,
146.
h. S. Alford and d, C.
Edson, West Grange,
New Jersey. Reported
in the New York Times
and also in Science
Digest , 17 (Jan., 1945)
94:
Dr. H. E. Edgerton,
i.iS ssachuset ts Institute
of Technology. Reported]
in Science ^i g:e st , 18
(Aug., 1945) 75-76.
ur. G. Vv. G-artlein and
J. G. Logne, Cornell
University. rceported
in Science ijige.it, 18
( :;OV . 1945) 64.
ur , A. lune, et al.
Office of Scientific
Research and Develop-
ment. "Radio Shell thatj
'Sees' its Target" by
;V . Kaempff er t . Science
Digest , 18 (Dec, 1945)
89-91.

Table ii'
number of developments li^ physical sgiei^ge
FOUND IN EACH PEilICDICAL FOxt EACH TEAH SUkVEYED
Periodical 1941 1942 1945 1944 1945 Total
Science Nev/s abetter" 20 8 14 7 12 61
Science 2b 1 57
Popular Science 6 1 1 20
Scientific ...onthly 2 0 0 0 0 2
Science Digest 8 6 7 5 5 31
Total cievelopments 54 25 25 14 22 151
"'Table II is retu thus: the perioaii-cl Scienc e News
Letter contained 20 developments in physical science in
1941, 8 in 1942, 14 in 1943, 7 in 1944, 12 in 1945, or a
total of 51 developments in the five yeprs.
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TASLji III
DEVELOPIVliiiNTS IN PHYSICAL SCii^i\^GE
MENi^IONSD IN T':VO Oii iiCi^E SOU-iCx;.S
Number of Science Science_ Scientific Popular Science
Oevelopmen
t
News Iiettei? Sci one e
1, 56'^ X X
2, 50, 58 X X X
10, 16, 27,
39, 54 XX XX X
11, 30 X X
12, 29 X X
13, 31 X X
15, 28 X X
16, 60 X X
19, 38 X X
20, 41, 62 X X X
44, 64 X X
45, 30, 84,
115 X X XX
47, 63 X X
65, 75, 87 X X X
*Table III is read thus: the development nurabered 1 and
56 (in TABLE I) is mentioned in the following periodicals.
Science News Lett er, and Science Dig est.
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TkBLE III, (GONCLUiJED)
Number of Science Science Scientific Popular Science
Development Ne\ys Letter Mon thly Science Di g^e s t
69, 77 X X
66, 74 X X
78, 104 X X
82, 88 X X
90, 108 X X
93, 109 X X
98, 105 X X
102, 107 X X
103, 106 X X
100, 112 X X
115, 120 X X
119, 123, 124,
128 X X X X
121, 129 X X
133, 142 X X
134, 143, 145 X X X
136, 149 X X
138, 150 X X
139, 146, 151 X x X
24, 81
1
X X
There was a total of thirty- three developments
physical science mentioned in two or more sources.
in

GHAPTEri IV
SUMMARY, CONCi^USlOWS, AHl) KiiCGiviMiiTDATIONS
KjiSTATEivijiKT OF THE P^iOBLEM
The ppoblexfi of this paper was to survey the populaJ?
scientific periodicals for the period of ,,orld "jar II and
to list the scientific develop^.ients which are concerned
v/ith che principles of physical science as formulrted by
Vi/ise-^ (excluding those aealing specifically with chemistry).
SUMMARY OF TnE TEGnWIQUES EMPLOYED
Cri teria for periodicals » Six criteria were estab-
lished as a basis for the selection of periodicals to be
analyzed for developments in physicsl science. Five
periodicals were found to satisy the crit'eria.
Criteria for developments . Five criteria were estab-
lished as a basis for- the selection of developments in
physical science from the Deriodicals. One hundred fifty-
one developments were found to satisfy the criteria.
SUMiviARY OF TliE FIl^DINGS
The five periodicals contained a total of 151 develop-
ments in physical science. Of this total, 64 were published
in 1941, 25 in 1942, 26 in 1943, 14 in 1944, and 22 in 1945.
-^Loc. cit.
I;

Seventy-four developments weve found to be mentioned
in more than one source. _'hree developments were mentioned
as many as four times, v^hile seventy- seven developments
were found only once. It should be consiaered, however,
that the developments mentioned in this investigation are
only those that satisfied all of the criteria.
Of the five periodicals surveyed. Science Ne\v s Letter
contained the largest number of developments, sixty-one,
while Sci entific iJonthly presented the fewest developments,
two
.
CONCLUSIONS
Lack o_f ne_w principl es . There were no published
developments during the period surveyed and in the periodi-
csls chosen that involved principles of physical science
other than those previously formulated. Assirming that
the periodicals chosen for the survey presented a compre-
hensive cover? ge of tne scientific developments during
orld War II, a hyootheticel conclusion would be that
there have been little or no contribv, tions to the basic
concepts and principles previously established. This is
not an attempt to minimize the efforts of the scientific
investigators but merely to appraise their progress.
Importance of kno vi/ledge of scientifi c advances . All
scientiific advances, whether they be fundamental or not in

nature, are of extrerae importance to educators. 'i'he science j
educators have s unit ue need for an up-to-date knowledge
of developments in science. 'Che developinent s provide vivid I
and immediate examples of the application in every day life
of the fundamental principles. A knowleda:e of the biblio- I
graphical sources of developments, such ss is provided by
the present and similsr papers, would enable the science
|
educator to utilize tnis information to jnore efficiently
teach an understanding of the funaamental concepts. ne
would be able to assign apprcpriste outside reading and
provide valuable learning experiences for nis oupils.
RECOiVaViENDATlCNS
R^^^A. similar studies . i.iore studies of this type
should be undertaken. ,jevelopments in the fields of
cheir.istry, biology, and the medical sciences need to be
i
surveyed for the educators in those fields. ±t is also
necessfry to keep studies of this nr-ture up to date.
uevelopments r elated to principles . It is recom-
mended that chronological lists of developments be re-
arranged and assigned to the underlying orinciples a s an
aid to educftops. I'ime limitation prevented this being
done in the present oaper.
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